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Notes to Catalogue 140
Our catalogues of ephemera and Churchilliana have always been very popular and typically about twothirds of the items are sold. But never 100%. So over the years I have stockpiled a number of Churchill
items that did not sell. So here they are, from $20.00 to $2000.00, all on sale at half the original price.
The only thinsg excluded are books and medals ( I have no desire to sell silver at below scrap prices)
I went back at least 6 years through all the NEW ACQUISITIONS catalogues, as well as the specialised catalogues of magazines, prints, Churchilliana, and pamphlets. There are some very scarce and
interesting items on offer, many not to be found elsewhere at any price.
The prices listed in this catalogue are the original prices from prior catalogues. In all cases, you pay half
of the listed price.
Terms:
You can place orders by email or phone
Shipping at cost. Some of the large framed items can be expensive to ship. Small paper items and pamphlets sent at no cost.
Payment by Visa, MasterCard, checks , cheques in Sterling, Paypal
Your satisfaction is important. Any item
may be returned within 7 days for any or no reason.
Please note that the pictures in the online version of the catalogue are larger and clearer than in the printed catalogue.

Here is our display at the Feb 2012
California Antiquarian Bookfair:
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Wartime print of Churchill painted by
Arthur Pan

6

Mr. Churchill Speaks

. . The well known portrait of Churchill by Professor Arthur
Pan shows Churchill seated in a leather backed chair. It was
painted in 1942, and the original hangs in Great Hall of the
Merchant Venturers. In 1943, 1000 prints were made and
sold by Frost & Reed with proceeds going to Clementine
Churchill's Aid to Russia Charity. These all have Churchill's
signature printed in the margin, and fool people regularly into
thinking they have a signed copy. Image size 22 x 17.5
inches. This example in the gilt wood frame that was
supplied at the time with the prints. $200.00

Churchill, Winston S.. London, Cassell, 1945. This 40 page
pamphlet, string bound in pale green card covers, publishes
selections from 17 of Churchill’s speeches 1938-1940. 3
photos in center. A106.8 $15.00

2

Caricature of WINNIE by Bert Thomas

7

1926 Churchill Caricature by David Low

. . This was issued as a supplement to The World, undated,
but appears 1920s. Image size 7.5 x 11 ins., reverse is blank.
$150.00

. . This charming caricature by the famed cartoonist LOW
was published as a supplement to The New Statesman in
1926. Size 9 x 13 on heavy paper suitable for framing. This
copy has some of the usual foxing. $40.00

3

8

Winston Churchill Prime Minister

Print of Churchill painting: Mimizan

Churchill, Winston S.. NY, British Information Services,
1944. A selection from speeches made by Winston Churchill
during the four years that Britain has been at war. Features
small excerpts from speeches with corresponding photos. 54
pages including paper covers, 7 x 9 inches. A094.8 $30.00

. . This print was one of a series of 9 produced by Hallmark
Cards in the 1960s. Image size 16 x 20 inches, on art paper
21 x 26 These were sold to raise money at the 1964 NY
World's Fair for an educational charity. Some foxing in
margins. $100.00

4

9

Jigsaw puzzle of Churchill funeral

Promotional Poster for CHURCHILL A
LIFE

. . This 420 piece puzzle makes a picture of the funeral
cortege outside St, Pauls. This is an older puzzle, probably
1960's. In box which shows some wear. Not tested for
completeness, but returnable if not. $15.00

. . This is a one-off poster prepared by the Heinemann PR
department for the launch of Gilbert's one volume biography
of Churchill in 1991. Has a strut on the back to allow
standing on a table. Size 16 x 20 inches. $25.00

5

10

Nine Churchill articles in Strand Bound
vols for 1931

Churchill, Winston S. . London, George Newnes, 1931.
Here are bound volumes 81 and 82 of Strand Magazine,
covering Jan-Dec of 1931. There are a total of 9 articles by
Churchill. These volumes also contain stories by P.G.
Wodehouse, Edgar Wallace, Sapper, and Sinclair Lewis.
C162.5 $250.00

When I was Young, in Strand Magazine
December 1924

Churchill, Winston S. . London, Geo. Newnes, 1924. This
nine page article in the Christmas Number is illustrated, and
seems to be the start of what later became My Early Life.
This also includes stories by P.G. Wodehouse, Dapper, and
W.W. Jacobs. C119 $70.00

1
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What kind of a people do they think we
are?

16

The Finest Hours, Quad Poster

Churchill, Winston S. . London, Daily Telegraph, 1942.
Two Historic Speeches Made by The Rt. Hon. Winston
Spencer Churchill, Prime Minister of Great Britain. (1) To
the members of both Houses of the United States Congress at
Washington on December 26th, 1941 and (2) To the
members of the Senate and of the House of Commons at
Ottawa on December 30th, 1941. Two well known speeches ,
the first as per title, the second being the “Some Chicken,
some neck” speech. This 8 page pamphlet is 7.5 x 9.5 inches,
text in 3 columns. A086 $65.00

. . This is a large poster in full colour advertising the film
THE FINEST HOURS. Size is 40 x 30 inches. $60.00

12

Framed original oil of Churchill.

17

Queen of the Seas, in Strand Magazine
May 1936

. . Image size about 16 x 22, framed size about 21 x 26 ins.
Signed by artist, looks like S.E. Bridges. $150.00

Churchill, Winston S. . London, Geo. Newnes, 1936. This
article has 12 pages, 15 illustrations. Intersting story of the
building of the liner Queen Mary and the economics of
transatlantic travel. This issue also contains stories by Agatha
Christie, P.G. Wodehouse, and others. C299 $75.00

13

18

Wedgwood Centenary Black Basalt Bust

French Poster for D-Day +50

. . The Wedgwood black basalt bust of Churchill, modelled
by Arnold Machin. No. 35 of a limited edition of 750. This
was issued in 1974 for the centenary. It is similar in
appearance to the 1965 issue but with different lettering and a
limited numbering. Excellent condition with certificate and
advertising leaflet in original fitted box. Do not confuse with
the 1985 reissue shown in Smith p. 94. See Hall p. 181
$750.00

. . This poster was produced for the 50th Anniversary in 1994
and features Churchill greeting a US officer. Size about 24 x
16 inches. Edgfes have some wrinkles. $12.00

14

19

1964 Wedgwood black basalt bust

large film poster YOUNG WINSTON

. . This bust based on the model by artist Arnold Machin,
was issued in several varieties over the years. This one is the
only one issued in black prior to Churchill's death and has
only the birth date on the plinth. See Hall p. 181 for further
details $400.00

. . A Quad Poster advertising the film Young Winston. 30 x
40 inches, Simon Ward stands in centre with press comments
down both sides. $20.00

15

20

Churchill becomes a Freeman of Bath

. . This colour print is from the Illustrated London News,
and shows Churchill speaking at a ceremony in Bath, behind
the crossed gold maces of that ancient city. Churchill made
his first political speech near Bath in 1897, and so to Bath he
returned 52 years later as a Freeman of the City. Image size 10
x 10.5, matted to 13.5 x 17 inches. $15.00

2

Wartime poem- My Pin-up Man

. . A wartime poem MY PIN-UP MAN by Myra Steer
published in Australia. Single sheet of card, folded once,
circular portrait and colour flags of Britain and Australia
draped together on front, two inside pages of the poem, back
not printed, but brief personal inscription dated 1944. Very
much wartime propaganda “ Ol England- Isle o' Greatness
o'er the sea”. Wrinkled and dirty, but certainly unusual.
$20.00
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Speech Broadcast by Winston Churchill
To the People of France, October 21, 1940

26

Speech Broadcast by The Prime Minister
Mr. Winston Churchill April 27, 1941

Churchill, Winston S. . New York, British Library of
Information, 1940. One in a series of similar speech
pamphlets published by the British Library of Information in
New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three vertical rules
on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. This one
publishes the well known speech to The People of France. 4
pages. A061 $120.00

Churchill, Winston S. . New York, British Library of
Information, 1941. One in a series of similar speech
pamphlets published by the British Library of Information in
New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three vertical rules
on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. This one
publishes the famous ‘Westward Look, the land is bright”
speech. 8 pages. A070 $225.00

22

limited edition print of Churchill painting

27

Here is the Course We Steer

. . VIEW FROM CHARTWELL, a print of Churchill's
painting reproduced by The National Trust in 1979 in a
limited edition of 850 this being No. 353. Image size 25 x
30 inches as original. See Coombs No. 445. Still in original
cardboard shipping carton, so bright and unfaded. Small damp
stain to edge of carton and mount, not affecting image. The
colours, of course, are bright and unfaded. $250.00

Churchill, Winston S.. London, Conservative Party, 1945.
This colourful pamphlet publishes Churchill’s speech to the
delegates at the Conservative Party Conference at central hall,
Westminster on march 15th, 1945. 5.5 x 8.5 inches, 12 pages
plus bright orange wraps. Woods A106. Cohen A200. A106
$400.00

23

28

Let us Go Forward Together jigsaw puzzle

Winning the Peace

. . This 500 piece puzzle assembles into the familiar wartime
poster. This is a modern puzzle, probably 1990's. In box.
$15.00

various. British Information Services, 1944.. Extracts from
Speeches by members of the British Government. Published
by A 12 pp pamphlet in blue/black card wraps, with quotes
from Churchill and others. Not in Woods. B044 $60.00

24

King George VI, The prime Minister’s
Broadcast

29

Churchill, Winston S.. London, The Times, 1952.
Churchill’s tribute upon the death of the King, broadcast to
the world February 7th, 1952. 5.5 x 8.5 inches, 4 pages.
A135 $200.00

Ambrose, Robert. No publishing details, likely Ireland,
1908. Deputation to the President of the Board of Trade (
The Rt. Hon. Winston Churchill, M.P.) in support of the
inclusion of Ireland in that route on...22nd June 1908. A
speech by Dr. Robert Ambrose,in which he pleads for the
inclusion of Ireland in the All-Empire shipping route. 24 pp,
red wraps. Not in Woods. C020 $80.00

25

The War Speeches of Winston Churchill
Third Series: Feb 9th to Aug 24th, 1941

30

Churchill, Winston S.. Bombay, The Times of India Press,
1941. This 64 page pamphlet publishes 10 of Churchill’s
speeches from 1941. 5 x 7 inches. A077.6 $120.00

The All-Red Route

Britains Future in the Gold Coast

Nortey, Kobina. Glasgow, 1964. A political pamphlet (
socialist) by Kobina Nortey using the name and picture of
Churchill to give credence to his views. 16 pp 4.5 x 7 inches.
C064 $20.00

3
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wartime Arabic poster of Churchill

anon. . Conservative Central Office, 1951. A statement of
Conservative & Unionist Policy. A 36 page political pamphlet
produced for the 1951 General Election. Bound in blue
wraps, intro by Churchill with facsimile signature. Scarce like
most of these pamphlet works. Woods B49 B049 $60.00

. . A large wartime poster with a colour portrait by George
Leach. It is titled in Arabic above English, probably produced
by the Ministry of Information for distribution abroad. Image
size 12 x 14 inches, very clean, grey border, Union flag at top.
$50.00

32

37

framed print of Churchill painting

Set the People Free

. . VIEW FROM CHARTWELL, a print of Churchill's
painting reproduced by The National Trust in 1979 in a
limited edition of 850 this being No. 307. Image size 25 x
30 inches as original. See Coombs No. 445. Nicely framed
and glazed, attractive and impressive. Certificate included in
envelope taped to rear. Frame size 30 x 35 inches. $200.00

Churchill, Winston S.. London, Conservative Party, 1948. A
Broadcast talk 14th February, 1948. Critical of the economic
problems created by the Socialists. 5.5 x 8.5 inches, 8 plages
plus grey card covers. A120 $150.00

33

Print of painting by Churchill CAP D'AIL,
ALPES-MARITIMES

38

. . Original painted in the 1950's, this is a print of this
painting by Churchill. Image size approx. 20 x 24 inches.
Coombs n. 489. Source of print unknown, but well aged
framing indicates many years ago. Framed and glazed. This is
a strong colourful picture, and would benefit from being
reframed with a substantial border in a larger frame. $175.00

Churchill, Winston S.. London, The Times, 1952.
Churchill’s tribute upon the death of the King, broadcast to
the world February 7th, 1952. 5.5 x 8.5 inches, 4 pages.
A135 $45.00

34

Douglas Haig, in Nash’s Pall Mall
Magazine, November 1928

39

Churchill, Winston S. . National Magazine Co., London,
1928. This article is 3 pages and has 3 illustrations. This
issue also has stories by Harold Nicolson, Alec Waugh and
others. C133 $80.00

. . This cardboard cutout toy assembeles into a grey peaked
cap. 16 x 23.5 inches. Printed by Editions Willeb, Paris, no
date but seems like 1940’s. Old and brittle with edges
cracked, assembly not recommended. 35 $50.00

35

Address of..Winston Churchill... before the
Senate of the United States

40

Churchill, Winston S.. Washington, USGPO, 1941. This
publishes Churchill’s speech of December 26, 1941, the
famous “What kind of a people do they think we are/” speech.
10 pages, 6 x 9 inches. A084.2 $45.00

4

King George VI, The prime Minister’s
Broadcast

French cutout of Churchill’s hat

Large wartime Calendar with Stevens
portrait in colour

. . This large wall calendar has a colour print of the oil
painting of Churchill by John Stevens. It is on thick art board
and measures 14 x 21.5 inches. The edges are worn and there
is considerable soiling and some stains. Some patience and a
soft eraser would improve this considerably. The calendar pad
is gone. $50.00
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The War Speeches of Winston Churchill
First Series: May 14th to July 14th, 1940

. . This is one of the standard wartime transfer designs, with
a color portrait of the PM. See Hall pp. 146-50. This is 4
inches high and 4 inch diameter. It has chips around the rim.
$20.00

Churchill, Winston S.. Bombay, The Times of India Press,
1940. This 48 page pamphlet publishes 8 of Churchill’s
speeches from 1940. 5 x 7 inches. A077.4 $140.00

42

47

8x10 photo of seated Churchill

Menton, Alpes Maritimes, print of painting
by Churchill

Churchill, Winston S.. . This photograph shows Churchill
applauding whilst seated. The mount is signed by the
photographer Roger Bedard in his highly stylized autograph.
Matted in a plain frame. $75.00

. . This large print was produced by the Medici Society in
1959, before the copyrights became locked up. This view is
from the Reves villa, La Pausa. Image size 27 x 17.5 inches,
on heavy paper 30 x 23. Never framed, some dribble stains in
lower right $50.00

43

Speech by The Prime Minister To the
Pilgrims Society March 18, 1941

48

Churchill, Winston S. . New York, British Library of
Information, 1941. One in a series of similar speech
pamphlets published by the British Library of Information in
New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three vertical rules
on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. This one
publishes a short speech to the Pilgrim Society in London
welcoming John Winant as the new American Ambassador. 4
pages. A068 $175.00

. . This huge photo has an actual image size of 23.5 x 19.5
inches. On the back it has a copyright stamp of The Times.
Photos this large are scarce.
$350.00

44

War Speeches by British Ministers
1914-1916

49

various. London, T. Fisher Unwin, 1917. 376 pages, green
paper covers. Includes two speeches by Churchill: 27 Nov.
1914 on the Naval Situation and 15 Feb. 1915 on the Navy
again. B014 $85.00

. . This painting by Charlotte Thibault shows WSC & Ike
looking over the battle of Gettysburg with R.E. Lee and
Lincoln overllooking. It was used for the center spread and
cover of Finest Hour 103 in 1999. A limited run of 200
prints was published, this being no. 66. $100.00

45

Speech Broadcast by The Prime Minister
Mr. Winston Churchill April 27, 1941

50

Churchill, Winston S. . New York, British Library of
Information, 1941. One in a series of similar speech
pamphlets published by the British Library of Information in
New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three vertical rules
on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. This one
publishes the famous ‘Westward Look, the land is bright”
speech. 8 pages. A070 $160.00

5

Large photo of Churchill at his desk

Churchill & Eisenhower at Gettysburg

Sal Asaro painting for THE DREAM

. . This is a print of a painting created for the publication of
THE DREAM. THis was on the cover of Finest Hour 56.
These were sold by ICS back in the 90s. The image shows
Churchill talking to the ghost of his father in his studio. 13 x
9.5 ins. $40.00
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Broadcast by Mr. Winston Churchill To
the Polish People May 3, 1941

56

Speech by Winston Churchill On War
Problems Facing Britain November 5,1940

Churchill, Winston S. . New York, British Library of
Information, 1941. One in a series of similar speech
pamphlets published by the British Library of Information in
New York. This one is a single sheet text on both sides with
title at head of text. A071 $240.00

Churchill, Winston S. . New York, British Library of
Information, 1940. One in a series of similar speech
pamphlets published by the British Library of Information in
New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three vertical rules
on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. This one
publishes Churchill’s report on the situation after 6 months as
Prime Minister. 8 pages. A062 $200.00

52

Glazed white bust on plinth

57

Churchill in Ottawa

. . This is the standard bust with O.M. around neck, here in
its glazed format, about 6.75 inches tall, although Hall in
item 14 on p. 30 indicates this is waxed. $24.00

Churchill, Winston S.. Ottawa, Director of Public
Information, 1942. This pamphlet publishes Churchill’s
speech to the Canadian Parliament on 30 December, 1941,
being the well know ‘Some Chicken, some neck” speech. 24
pages, coated paper, Churchill photo on cover. A085.5 $45.00

53

58

Wartime silk square

Vanity Fair print of Lord Chesham by SPY

. . A printed silk square, almost certainly wartime. Roughly
12 x 13 inches, pale yellow field, colour portrait of Churchill
in circular centre, surrounded by ships, planes, tanks, etc.
Shown in Smith p. 77. $45.00

. . This print shows Lord Chesham in uniform as he heads
off to the Boer War in 1900. Includes the additional page of
description. Image size 8.5 x 13 ins. $20.00

54

Boxed set of 12 Hallmark Churchill
paintings cards

59

. . This is a set of 12 Christmas cards with 3 each of 4
different Churchill paintings: Green Trees and Poppies, Mill
Pond and Cottage, Hunting Scene, Palladian Bridge.
Envelopes also included. All are clean and never used. In
original Hallmark box with Churchill portrait.` $120.00

Churchill, Winston S . Berne, British Press News, 1944.
One of a series of pamphlets published by the British
Legation in Switzerland, most unrecorded by Woods. This
pamphlet publishes the text of Churchill’s speech on the war
to the House of Commons on 2 August, 1944 20 pages,
about 6 x 8 inches. Cohen A195.1 A099.6 $300.00

55

The War Speeches of Winston Churchill
Second Series: Aug 20th-Nov 21st, 1940

60

Churchill, Winston S.. Bombay, The Times of India Press,
1940. This 48 page pamphlet publishes 10 of Churchill’s
speeches from 1940. 5 x 7 inches. A077.5 $120.00

The Hour of Decision

Marshall Tito and His Gallant Bands

Churcill, Winston S. et al. NY, Committee of South-Slavic
Americans (1944-5). By Winston Churchill, Sgt. W.
Bernstein, Frank Gervasi, Stoyan Pribichevich, Lt.-Gen.
Milovan, and Louis Adamic. This 36 page pamphlet was
published in both New York and Australia. The text consists
of statements about Tito and his Partisans by Churchill and
the others listed. Churchill covers the first 3 pages with
excerpts from his speech of 22nd February 1944. This would
seem to be a Db type item, but is not mentioned in Woods.
B044 $75.00

6
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Programme for memorial service Feb 1965
Bournemouth

66

Photo of Churchill on horseback

. . This 8 page pamphlet is from the memeorial service after
Churchill's death. St. Peter's Church, Bournemouth $8.00

. . Large vintage photo shows Churchill in topper on
horseback, probably riding with the Sutrrey Hunt. Image size
about 8 x 10. Matted and backed with copyright stamp of
Sunday Dispatch on back of mount. ( I also have a larger print
in frame) $120.00

62

Ezra Brooks decanter

67

Cardboard model of Churchill Memorial

. . This whiskey decanter is moulded in the shape of
Churchill with a lectern next to a column, issued to honor the
Fulton Iron curtain speech. Has lid, no cork, no box. $20.00

. . A cardboard cutout model of the Winston Churchill
memorial, the Wren church reconstructed at Westminster
College, Fulton, MO. Consists of three sheets of light card,
11 x 15 inches, an instruction sheet, and the original printed
envelope, all in mint condition. Assembles into a roughly 6 x
10 inch model, 11 inches tall. An ideal toy for the older (40+)
child. $35.00

63

68

The Abbeydale Chalice

The Churchill Plate by Spode

. . One of the scarcest and most attractive of Churchill
ceramics. Produced in an edition of 250 for Thos. Goode.
This lidded urn stands 11 inches high, elaborately decorated
in gilt over an eight sided design in deep blue and white.
Smith illustrates this item on p. 180 and values it at a
thousand Pounds in 1988. See also Hall p. 172-3. One of
these was listed by Churchillbooks in the Carmichael
collection in 1991 at $3000.00. Please see colour illustration.
Fine condition, no flaws noted. $2000.00

. . One of the most beautiful of Churchill ceramics, this 10.5
inch plate. Rich plum ground, lots of gold, photo surrounded
by garter. This plate, no. 184, come in the makers fitted silk
lined box, further protected inside the original cardboard outer
sleeve..See Hall p. 151 for huge full page photo. $150.00

64

69

Munitions of War Tribunals

Speech Broadcast by The Prime Minister
Mr. Winston Churchill May 10, 1942

. . This 2 page leaflet published 1917 by HMSO. It is
Command pamphlet 8716 and is issued under the name of the
Minister of Munitions Winston S. Churchill. Not listed in
Woods or Cohen. $50.00

Churchill, Winston S. . New York, British Library of
Information, 1942. One in a series of similar speech
pamphlets published by the British Library of Information in
New York. All are about 6 x 9 inches, have three vertical rules
on the right side and a coat of arms at the top. This publishes
Churchill’s report on the war situation after his first two years
as PM. 12 pages. A088.5 $125.00

65

70

A service for six of The Spode Plate.

. . One of the most beautiful of Churchill ceramics, this 10.5
inch plate. Rich plum ground, lots of gold, photo surrounded
by garter. Impress your dinner guests with a set of six of these
limited edition plates. Each has a different serial number of
course. Fine unused condition, never in a dishwasher....See
Hall p. 151 for huge full page photo. $600.00

7

The Mission of Japan, in Collier’s 20
February 1937

Churchill, Winston S. . Collier & Son, NY, 1937. The
article is 4 pages with 1 illustration. Churchill discuuses ways
of relieving the pressures in the Far East before it explodes.
C324 $35.00
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Unglazed white bust on plinth

. . This colourful series of maps was produced to honour
those who served in the war, with an emphasis on civilian
organisations such as The Women's Land Army and
Women's Institutes. Published1945-47. Each measures over
17 x 22 inches and is printed on quality card stock. Of special
interest to readers of this catalogue will be the Churchill
quotation on each map. These wartime quotes are hand
lettered with a decorative enlarged first letter.
$75.00

. . This is the standard bust with O.M. around neck, here in
its unglazed format, about 6.75 inches tall, listed in
Carmichael 17 years ago at $150.00. See Hall no. 14 on p.
30. $75.00

72

77

Countryman County Map Cambridgeshire

Small wartime dish

. . This colourful series of maps was produced to honour
those who served in the war, with an emphasis on civilian
organisations such as The Women's Land Army and
Women's Institutes. Published1945-47. Each measures over
17 x 22 inches and is printed on quality card stock. Of special
interest to readers of this catalogue will be the Churchill
quotation on each map. These wartime quotes are hand
lettered with a decorative enlarged first letter. $75.00

. This transferware dish features a colour portrait of Churchill.
Diameter 5.5 inches, depth about 1 inch, gold edge. No
maker noted, see Hall pp. 146-150.. $20.00

73

78

Churchill and Other Poems

Lord Rosebery, in Nash’s Pall Mall
Magazine, October 1929

. . A small eight page pamphlet in blue card covers with silver
titles. Published 1941 privately by the author J.V.L.
Godefroy, of West Meon, Hants. $15.00

Churchill, Winston S. . National Magazine Co., London,
1929. This article is 4 pages and has 7 illustrations. This
issue also has stories by H.G. Wells, Earl of Birkenhead,
Sinclair Lewis, and others. The Wells story makes this a
premium issue. C141 $150.00

74

79

Summary of Constituency Letters

NASH's magazine, 5 bound vols 1924-1928

. . More gold from the Lettice Marston archives. This typed
memo (cc) to Churchill from Lettice summarizes the letters
received in a fortnight. Although Prime Minister, Churchill
remained the member for Woodford, and had to look after the
interests of his constituents. A very private document- such
material rarely comes on the market. $120.00

. . Here are a group of bound volumes (72-76) of Nash's
Magazine, with a number of Churchill contributions. Woods
numbers are: C92, C95, C98, C104, C107, C114, C113,
C116, C118, C120 (both parts), C121, C122. In total 30
magazine complete with ads but no covers and 13 Churchill
articles. Think what these would cost to buy individually, if
you could find them (well, there is one place...). $600.00

75

80

Promotional display for THE ISLAND
RACE

. . This 3 section display was no doubt produced by Cassell
for the launch of The Island Race in 1964. Each panel
measures 10.5 x 14 inches for an overall span of 32 inches.
On heavy card, hinged between sections. $50.00

The State of the Nation

Churchill, Winston S.. London, Conservative Party, 1952.
This pamphlet publishes the text of Churchill’s broadcast
address to the nation after becoming PM again. 8 ages plus
paper covers, deep blue front cover, size 5.5 x 8.5 inches.
A133 $300.00

8
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86

Churchill, Winston S.. Melbourne, Henry George
Foundation, 1942. This is a new title for The Menace of
Land Monopoly, Churchill’s speech at the King’s Theatre
Edinburgh on July 17, 1909. See Woods p. 43. 16 pages plus
cream card covers. About 5 x 7 inches. A014.5 $125.00

. Poster- Churchill portrait by Sickert. This poster promoting
the Sunday Observer colour magazine for 11 Sept., 1966
features a painting of Churchill done by Walter Sickert in
1927. Printed in full colour, very bright, 20 x 30 ins. Wybrow
likely got this new in 66 and stored it ever since. $25.00

82

87

Speech 5th October 1946

Poster-The Young Churchill by Randolph

Churchill, Winston S.. London, Conservative Party, 1946.
Churchill’s party speech at the mass meeting at the Winter
gardens, Blackpool on 5th October, 1946. 20 pages, 5.5 x 8.5
inches. A115 $200.00

. . This is a large 20 x 30 inch poster in colour advertising the
publication of Randolph’s biography of his father in the
Sunday Telegraph (1966) Clean undamaged copy. $25.00

83

Press photo of Churchill addressing a crowd
in Glasgow 1918

88

. . This vintage photo is 9 x 7 inches and shows Churchill,
having climbed up a ladder, standing on the roof of a car
addressing a crowd of workers at a munitions plant, dated 11
April 1918, so the war is still on. Framed by Wybrow's
framing shop with text blurb under photo. $75.00

. . This photograph was taken by Douglas Glass for the
Sunday Times in 1954 for Churchill’s 80th Birthday. Copies
could be ordered by readers. This large print has a 15.5 x 18
inch image, 17 x 22 overall. Please note that this is a
continuous tone photographic print, not a halftone, mounted
on card. $75.00

84

Sketch of Churchill by Dutch artist Max
Nauta

89

. . This sketch was published in ILN on 1 Dec 56. Image 8
x 12 ins, framed size 11 x 15. $40.00

. . Poster issued by a small insurance company, date
unknown. Size 17 x 23 ins, buff paper with faint outline of
Churchill overprinted in large brown type with a quote from
page 315 of Liberlism and the Social Problem “If I had my
way, I would write the word ‘Insure’ over the door of every
cottage....”. Since it is all by Churchill, maybe this is an A
item....Fine. $75.00

85

Poster- My Father as I Knew Him by Sarah
Churchill

90

. . This is a large 20 x 30 inch poster promoting a feature by
Sarah Churchill in the Sunday Express. Printed red, blue,
yellow, black on white paper. VG, a small tear on left
margin. Very bright and colourful. $20.00

9

large 80th Birthday portrait photo

“INSURE” says Churchill poster

Churchill debating at Oxford Union 1907

. . A drawing from the Illustrated London News showing
Churchill against F.E. Smith at the Oxford Union, 1 March
1907 9.5 x 14 ins. $15.00
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Churchill Candle Holder

. . An art print of a pen and ink drawing, signed by the artist.
Image is 7 x 9 inches on 13 x 17 art paper, in a 15 x 20
mount ready for framing. $45.00

. . This 3.5 inch painted plaster figure of Churchill has a half
inch diameter hole in top and handle on rear. No references
found. Worn and ugly. $45.00

92

97

Drawing of Churchill by Vera Doon

What kind of a people do they think we
are?

. . An art print of a pen and ink drawing, signed by the artist.
Published by New World galleries in 1941. Image is 7 x 9
inches on 13 x 17 art paper, in a 15 x 20 mount ready for
framing. $45.00

Churchill, Winston S. . London, Daily Telegraph, 1942.
Two Historic Speeches Made by The Rt. Hon. Winston
Spencer Churchill, Prime Minister of Great Britain. (1) To
the members of both Houses of the United States Congress at
Washington on December 26th, 1941 and (2) To the
members of the Senate and of the House of Commons at
Ottawa on December 30th, 1941. Two well known speeches ,
the first as per title, the second being the “Some Chicken,
some neck” speech. This 8 page pamphlet is 7.5 x 9.5 inches,
text in 3 columns. A086 $80.00

93

98

Karsh portrait in Colour

Letter to Anthony Wedgwood benn

. . Portrait of Greatness, a colour print of the famous colour
portrait by Karsh showing Churchill in white tie with medals
and blue sash. Image size 14 x 20 inches. Framed and glazed.
This is a magazine centrefold, so does have faint crease in
center. $35.00

Churchill, Winston S. . Bristol, H.E. Rogers, 1961. This
single side letter was published to show Churchill’s support
for Tony Benn’s attempt to renounce his peerage. A141
$75.00

94

99

The Political Traffic Problem

Broadcast speech 17th February, 1950

. . This is a colour centre fold from the 1920’s showing
Churchill and many other politicians of the day. Image size
14.5 x 9 inches. Mounted in a 18.5 x 13.5 inch frame. I have
not removed this for examination but believe it to be a colour
photocopy and it is priced as such. $15.00

Churchill, Winston S.. . This appears to be a press release
copy of Churchill’s party political broadcast of 17th February,
1950. The speech, Moment of Decision, can also be found in
In The Balance. In typewriter font, made by a duplicator.
A128.7 $85.00

95

100

Winged Words

Churchill, Winston S.. publisher not identified. Inspiration
from the speeches of of the Rt. Hon. Winston Churchill.
This 8 page pamphlet has excerpts from popular speeches
through February 1941. The back cover states “with
compliments of” a factory in Taunton, and then there is a
little blurb promoting the book Into Battle. Not in Woods.
A066.8 $40.00

Fair Play for the Railways w Churchill quote

. . This political leaflet produced by the Railway companies,
undated, but clearly pre war. On the front cover is a 1928
quote from the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Winston
Churchill: “It is the duty of the State to hold the balance even
between road and rail.” 14 pages, 5 x 8 inches. VG $12.00
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Mr. Winston Churchill’s Speech to The
Congress of the U. S. on May 19, 1943

. . An interesting album of caricatures by the artist Quiz, from
The Saturday Review. Quiz was the pen name of Powys
Evans (1899-1981). Produced in the 1920's, it is about 10 x
15 inches, consists of scrapbook style brown leaves with the
caricatures printed on white stock tipped on. Churchill is
included along with many other politicians and notables of
the day, a total of 48. The front board is blocked in gold with
title. $150.00

Churchill, Winston S.. . This appears to be a press release
copy of Churchill’s famous speech of May 19, 1943 to the US
Congress. In typewriter font, made by a duplicator. A093.7
$15.00

102

107

Churchill poem in 1915 german book

Statistics Relating to the War Effort of the
United Kingdom

. . This small book entitles Feinde Ringsum published 1915
in Hamburg. On page 41 is 3 stanza poem “Flieg, Churchill,
Flieg”. Included is a handwritten translation into English.
Scarce WW1 item $24.00

Churchill, Winston S.. London, HMSO, 1944. This 64
page pamphlet in paper wraps is full of table and charts on the
UK war effort. Produced “By Command of His majesty”, this
is Cmd. 6564 and official is presented by the prime Minister,
making Churchill the “author”, but we all know that it was
written by an army of civil servants. A100.6 $25.00

103

TWO FIRST EDITIONS, 1959 article
by Fred Woods

108

. . This 3 page article appeared in The American Book
Collector for January 1959. Woods discusses in detail the
publication history of “first” editions of Savrola and The
Cecond World war, two works where the US editions came
first. he includes lots of data on galley proofs, revisions, and
printing quantities. Plenty of beef here for the serious
collector. $20.00

. . This trimmed down cover of the August 4, 1906
Illustrated London News shows a standing Churchill in a
long coat with the mace just visible on the side. Image size 7
x 9. $25.00

104

Churchill in the New York Times

109

Churchill on the cover of the ILN in 1906

Programme of Ceremony at University of
Liverpool 1949

. . Here is a collection of 12 full size photostats (these are
positive images as made before photocopiers) reporting events
such as Churchill's car injury in 1931 and his wedding. size
14 x 20. The real deal with old NY Times stamps on back.
$20.00

. . This large 8 page leaflet bound with blue string gives all
the details of a ceremony installing a new chnacllor and
awarding honoraru degrees to 8 people including Churchill on
19th May, 1949. Some tanning and spots. $40.00

105

110

British Speeches of the Day, June 1944

various. British Information Services, 1944. This is a special
supplementary issue of this monthly, devoted to the
Dominion Prime Ministers Conference in London, May
1944. It includes several statements by Churchill as as the
other PM’s and his friends like Manny Shinwell. 64 pages in
hideous yellow wraps with green titles. B044 $50.00

Adventures in the Air, in Cosmopolitan,
June 1924

Churchill, Winston S. . International Magazine Co., New
York, 1924. This article is 3 pages and has 2 illustrations.
This issue also has stories by Edna Ferber, W. Somerset
Maugham, Rex Beach, and others C104 $80.00
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The Days Ahead

. . Here is a huge real photographic print of the famous Karsh
portrait. Image size is just under 16 x 20 inches. There is no
stamp on the back, so likely made from one of the negatives
given to newspapers. Currently double matted in a plain gold
frame. This is NOT one of those laser prints being sold on
ebay. $500.00

Churchill, Winston S.. London, Conservative Party, 1949.
Publishes the text of Churchill’s speech to a vast crowd at
Ibrox Park Stadium, Glasgow on 20th May, 1949. This was
a political speech, highly critical f the Socialists. 5.5 x 8.5
inches, 20 pages plus white paper wraps, photo of the crowd
on front cover. A127 $200.00

112

117

The Sinews of Peace

Winston Churchill's Addresses to the US
Congress and The Parliament of Canada

Churchill, Winston S.. New York, Halcyon Commonwealth
federation, 1965. Churchill's famous Iron Curtain speech,
published separately for the first time in 1965 with a preface
by Harry Truman. This is perhaps Churchill’s most important
speech. It must be the only time that the President of the
USA traveled halfway across the country specifically to
introduce a foreign speaker. Halcyon Booklets V. 24 pp plus
card wraps, which are printed red on white. Not noted by
Woods A143.7 $150.00

Churchill, Winston S.. Vancouver, The Vancouver Sun, 1942.
This pamphlet publishes both the 26 December 1941 speech
in Washington and the 30 December speech in Ottawa,
including the well know line “What kind of a people do they
think we are”. Not in Woods. 20 pages 6 x 9 inches on
newsprint. Small picture of Churchill on front cover. A086.4
$75.00

113

118

Portrait of young Churchill 1904 ILN

Painting as a Pastime

. . This drawing of Churchill is by Haines and is extracted
from an issue of the Illustrated London News. Image size 9.5
x 12 ins. Undated, c. 1904. $25.00

. London, Knoedler Gallery, 1977. This is a 16 page
illustrated catalogue in card covers of an exhibition and sale of
Churchill paintings at this Bond Street Gallery in 1977. 6
colour plates, 1 b/w. A scarce item. $30.00

114

El primer ministro británico Churchill ha
pronunciado el día 19 de mayo de 1943

119

Churchill, Winston S.. . This pamphlet is entirely in Spanish
and publishes extracts of Churchill’s speech before the US
Congress on May 19, 1943. Printed in red and black with a
number of photos. 16 pages plus card covers. , 6 x 8 inches,
portrait on front cover. A093.8 $125.00

. . This print was one of a series of 9 produced by Hallmark
Cards in the 1960s. Image size 20 x 16 inches, mounted on
board 23 x 19. These were sold to raise money at the 1964
NY World's Fair for an educational charity. Some foxing in
margins. $100.00

115

Wedgwood Churchill table lighter

120

NA. Wedgwood Ltd.. Here is a table lighter from
Wedgwood in the familiar blue jasper with two raised busts
of Churchill in white. About 2-3/4 inches in diameter and
height. Some minor signs of wear, not tested. $75.00

Print of Churchill painting: Cork Trees at
Mimizan

Coalport Centenary lidded vase

. . One of the big 5 of Churchill commemorative ceramics.
This beautiful vase is 12 inches and decorated with lots of
gilding and pictures of Blenheim Palace and the Churchill
Arms. Issued in a limited edition of 200, this being no. 18.
One of these was offered in the Carmichael collection 17 years
ago at $1800.00. Supplied in its original fitted box. See Hall
p. 173. $2500.00
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Print of painting by Churchill- Avignon

. . Shows Churchill in air Commodore uniform with cigar.
This puzzle is 200 pieces, assembled size 9.25 x 14 inches.
No box. Not found in Smith or Hall. $40.00

. . This Churchill painting from 1925, Coombs 94. Image
size 20 x 13.5, paper size 26 x 21. Note printed on the rear
states proceeds from sale of these prints at the World's fair
(NY 1964), so likely done by Hallmark $25.00

122

127

Churchill ashtray in Brass

Large photo of WSC, Clemmie, and Sarah
in wedding dress.

Churchill, Winston S.. . This item usually seen in tinplate,
but here is an example stamped from sheet brass. 4 inches
square, about 3/8 inch deep, natural tarnish. A002 $25.00

. . Here is a large black and white photograph, about 15 x
11.5 inches, showing Mr. & Mrs. Churchill seated and Sarah
standing in a wedding dress. I have no details on date or
place. $200.00

123

128

Trust the People

large 1952 Churchill photo Calendar.

Churchill, Winston S.. London, Conservative Party, 1947.
This 16 page pamphlet publishes a speech by Churchill to the
Unionist Association of Scotland in the city of Ayr on may
16th, 1947. Printed in dark blue on cheap paper. 5.5 x 8.5
inches. A119 $75.00

. . This calendar consists of a pad 6.5 x 4 inches containing a
month per page, suspended by two ribbons from a large 9.5 x
13 inch photo of Churchill on heavy card stock with a
hanging loop at the top. Never used, has a single crease on
the front cover of the calendar pad, some stains along right
edge of image. $70.00

124

129

Paragon Fine China cigar casket

1939 book about Churchill in Portuguese

. . A sumptuous Cigar Casket, designed by R. Johnson for
Paragon China as a 1974 Centenary commemorative. Consists
of a cedar box 5.5 x 8 x 2 inches , superbly fitted inside a fine
china box 7 x 10 x 3.5 inches. The china box is elaborately
decorated in gold and cobalt blue with Churchill arms in
colour on the lid, and various descriptions and drawings. No.
377 of 500, includes certificate, which always seem to have
singed edges. Beautiful and scarce. Listed at $2750.00 in
Carmichael. One of these just sold on ebay for over $1800.00
$1500.00

. Lisbon, Amanha, nd (1939). Subtitled Figuras da
Actualidade. This 32 page book in softcovers talks about
Churchill as First Lord of the Admiralty. It includes a fold
out in the middle in blue showing a spread of Royal Navy
ships. Colourful cover in red, blue and black. This title not
listed in Zoller or anywhere else I can find. $50.00

125

130

Print of painting by Churchill- Tapestries
at Blenheim

. . This Churchill painting from 1920s, Coombs 11. Image
size 20 x 16, paper size 26 x 21. Note printed on the rear
states proceeds from sale of these prints at the World's fair
(NY 1964), so likely done by Hallmark $25.00

Large photo of Churchill in garden chair

. . Here is a very large photo of Churchill seated in garden
chair. Image size is about 15/5 x 20 inches. This is a vintage
real photograph, showing some wrinkle and edge wear now.
$150.00
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Print of Churchill painting Evening Glow
at Mimizan

136

Large poster with 1941 Churchill message

. . This print was done in 1977 in a limited edition of 750
numbered copies, Image size 22 x 18 ins, paper 25 x 22.
Rich, unfaded colour. $125.00

. . This poster publishes a sentence form Churchill's speech
to Congress on 26 Dec. 1941. Size is 18 x24. No indication
of printer, but clearly vintage. $150.00

132

Curtis Hooper Sarah print of Churchill at
Microphone

137

. . These prints were made in 1970s, each is also signed by
Sarah Churchill. Size is 22 x 34, untrimmed edges. $150.00

. . A translucent glass bust of Churchill, stands about 12
inches. Issued in a limited edition of only 250, this being
no. 99. Truly scarce. This bust not mentioned in Hall, not
listed in Carmichael or Rivkin catalogs. I could find only one
listing, at $1500.00, from the early 90's. Think how this
would look if illuminated from below. $1500.00

133

Poster on board of Churtchill portrait by
Nauta

138

. . This image of Churchill seated with a book is by Dutch
artist Max nauta. The original hangs in the Dutch Parliament.
Image size 13 x 16 inches, the print is mounted on thick card
14 x 18.5 ins. Undated but seems 1950s. Nice image, corners
of board are bumped. $100.00

. . This is one of the prettiest of Churchill Plates. Produced
by Paragon China Ltd. in 1974. 10 inch diameter, gold
edged, Churchill arms in centre, matches the Paragon cigar
casket. This is no. 432 of 1000. See Carmichael #56, Hall p.
153. $75.00

134

Churchill on the cover of Radio-Craft 1942

139

Large Glass bust by Webb Corbett Crystal

Churchill Centenary plate by Paragon
China

Large 1954 Calendar with Churchill
portrait

. . Churchill was featured on the cover of hundreds of
magazines over the years, but this is one of the strangest. The
picture shows Churchill holding a portable paratroop radio.
The magazine is a trade journal with exciting stuff like
schematic diagrams and ads for tube testers. $25.00

. . This calendar is 18 x 27 inches and is made of very thick
cardboard. The colours are vivid, the calendar pad is
untouched. Other than the rust on the staples, this looks like
it was sold new last week. A remarkable survivor from 57
years ago. $200.00

135

140

Print of painting by Churchill- Mimizan

. . This Churchill painting from 1924, Coombs 69. Image
size 16 x 20, paper size 21 x 26 Note printed on the rear states
proceeds from sale of these prints at the World's fair (NY
1964), so likely done by Hallmark $25.00

14

Felix Topolski print of Churchill

. . A colour lithograph of the drawing of Churchill by Feliks
Topolski. This was Penguin Print No. 1, and is highly
sought by Penguin Book collectors, who normally buy every
one of these I get. It was printed on cheap wartime paper and
does not hold up well. This one has been protected in a basic
black frame. Paper size about 11 x 16 ins. $150.00
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Brass plaque with spitfitre and Churchill
quote

146

Christmas card with Churchill photo

. . This embossed plaque features a spitfire, and has Churchill
quote on The few at bottom. 12 x 9 inches. Made by Walsall
Litho Co. $60.00

. . This card has a Christmas message inside, signed by
sender, photo credited to Central Press. 5.5 x 4.5 inches.
$18.00

142

Why not Dictatorship?, in Collier’s 16
February 1935

147

Churchill, Winston S. . Collier & Son, NY, 1935
.
The article is 2 pages with 1 illustration. This issue also has
a story on ice hockey by Quentin Reynolds. C258 $45.00

. . This dish made by Lancasters, England, features the V and
morse code di-di-di-dah. Some of the design is rubbed as
shown. Nice wartime item. $15.00

143

Churchill commemorative crystal goblet

148

V for victory square dish

Wartime Churchill matchbox cover

. . Stands 6 inches tall, has Churchill silhouette on one side
and WSC 1874-1965 on the other. No maker noted, has a
nice ring. $40.00

. . These stamped steel matchbox covers were a common site
in the war. See Hall p. 92 for full story. This one shows
Churchill on one side and has the Give Us the Tools message
on the back. 58 x 40 mm, has some stains. $20.00

144

149

La Enfermedad de Churchill

Mr. Churchill's Message to You

Royo Villanova y Morales, Ricardo. Madrid, 1954. This
book is is Spanish and is about the illnesses of Churchill.
159 pages in card covers. Zoller 164. Z164 $65.00

Churchill, Winston S.. London, Conservative Party, 1950.
Here is the single sheet variant of this election leaflet. 7.5 x
10 ins, blank on rear, includes well known Vivienne photo.
Woods A129a, Cohen A247.2. A129 $200.00

145

150

small ceramic Churchill ashtray

. . This porcelain ashtray is 4 inches high and 4 inches front
to back, no makers marks. See Hall p. 17, top row, $45.00

Wartime Poster - United for Victory

. . Large colourful wartime poster featuring Churchill and
Roosevelt. This stunning poster is 16 x 20.5 inches. Colours
are bright and strong. This really grabs the eye. Professionally
mounted and framed. $600.00
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Print of painting by Churchill- Palladian
Bridge

156

My Escape from the Boers, in
Cosmopolitan, January 1924

. . The Churchill painting from c. 1925, Coombs 122. Image
size 16 x 20, paper size 21 x 26. Note printed on the rear
states proceeds from sale of these prints at the World's fair
(NY 1964), so likely done by Hallmark. $25.00

Churchill, Winston S. . International Magazine Co., New
York, 1924. This article is 10 pages and has 7 illustrations.
This issue also has stories by Edna Ferber, W. Somerset
Maugham, P.G. Wodehouse, and others C091.1 $75.00

152

Print of painting by Churchill- Venice

157

Colourful wartime booklet-Canada and the
United Nations.

. . This Churchill painting from 1951, Coombs 476. Image
size 24 x 16, paper size 26 x 21. Note printed on the rear
states proceeds from sale of these prints at the World's fair
(NY 1964), so likely done by Hallmark. $25.00

. . This 20 page book features flags and photos of leaders of
the main allied countries. A promotional item from Gutta
Percha Tire Dealers. Countries on our side included Iran,
Iraq, and Cuba. $50.00

153

Curtis Hooper print of Churchill and T.E.
Lawrence.

158

. . These prints were made in 1970s, each is also signed by
Sarah Churchill. Size is 22 x 34, untrimmed edges. This is a
numbered edition of 400 prints. Framed in a large plain
frame, no glass. $200.00

. . These prints were made in 1970s, each is also signed by
Sarah Churchill. Size is 22 x 34, untrimmed edges. This
image shows Churchill in 3 different ages. $150.00

154

Colour print of Quebec Conference

159

Intaglio Print by Curtis Hooper- Churchill
3 Ages

Intaglio Print by Curtis Hooper

. . This print has that old time look to the colours, and
measures 15 x 12 inches. Presumably it came as part of a
calendar as it mentions a date pad. There is a small worm
hole along the bottom border. $100.00

. . These prints were made in 1970s, each is also signed by
Sarah Churchill. Size is 22 x 34, untrimmed edges. Numbered
limited edition of 400 prints. $150.00

155

160

Curtis Hooper print in vinyl portfolio

. . Many of you are familiar with large prints of Curtis
Hooper drawings marketed by Sarah Churchill. The drawings
were also done in a smaller 11 x 15 in. size. here is one of
WSC and FDR in a large portfolio, facing the print is another
similar sheet of paper with a first day cancelled Churchill
stamp and a large blind embossed Churchill arms. $140.00

16

Intaglio Print by Curtis Hooper, Churchill
and A-bomb

. . These prints were made in 1970s, each is also signed by
Sarah Churchill. Size is 22 x 34, untrimmed edges. Numbered
limited edition of 400 prints. $150.00
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Stuart Crystal glass tankard Churchill and
spitfires

166

Churchill jug by Old Ellgreave Pottery

(Churchill, Wisnton S.). . This commemorative tankard
features images of Churchill and two spitfires, and a V
symbol with Grim and Gay at the base. 4 inches high, 3 inch
diameter. This exact piece is shown in Hall p. 77. .
$175.00

(Churchill, Wisnton S.). . This jug stands a little over 5
inches high. Produced by Old Ellgreave of Burslem, which
according to Hall went out of business in 1981. See Hall p.
37. $100.00

162

Royal Doulton wartime Churchill tankard

167

Souvenir mug with Churchill and Windsor
castle

(Churchill, Wisnton S.). . This one pint earthenware tankard
features a transfer design of the PM in brown and green.
Height 5.5 inches. The base marked with Doulton logo and
quote of Thois was their Finest Hour. This exact piece
shown in Hall p. 158. $240.00

. . One of a series of mugs produced in the 1960's by Denby,
this being the Thames and Chilterns mug, shows Churchill,
WEindsor Castle, Shipton-on-Cherwell, and the White
Horse. About 4 inches high. This exact piece shown on Hall
p. 152. $35.00

163

168

Churchill character jug with anchor handle

Coalport Blenheim Palace lidded pin dish

(Churchill, Wisnton S.). . This is a big attractive jug, just
over 6 inches high. The base says Shorter, but Hall indicated
a later issue by Cortman. This exact piece shown in Hall on
p. 41. $200.00

. . This small china dish is 3 inches in diameter, features
Blenheim Palace on the lid. $20.00

164

169

Large jug by Shorter & Sons from 1939

Large poster of Churchill with tommygun

. . This jug has the handle shaped like an anchor. This is the
1939 original issue and says Genuine Staffordshire Hand
Painted, Shorter and Sons Ltd., England. See Hall p. 35 and
41. This is the exact item shown. $400.00

. . This poster features the famous photo of Churchill in 1940
in striped suit with submachine gun, looking like a Chicago
gangster. Published by Plaistow Pictorials, probably 1980s.
Size is 17 x 23 inches. $15.00

165

170

Churchill tankard from Wedgwood

(Churchill, Wisnton S.). . This is a good sized mug, just
under 5 inches high, featuring images of Churchill and
Chartwell with descriptive text on the bottom. released in
1965 by Wedgwood. This exact piece shown on Hall p. 158
$120.00

Champions of Democarcy wartime bowl

. . This bowl is about 7 inch diameter, 1.5 inches deep. Has
the familar colorful transfer of Churchill and Roosevelt, colors
weak from usage at base of bowl. Base has makers marks of
Alfred Meakin, England. See Hall p. 148. $25.00
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The Tragic Story of Parnell, in Strand
Magazine October 1936

. . This plate is about 8 inches diameter with a colorful
transfer showing Churchill and Roosevelt. Makers mark of
Alfred Meakin, England. See Hall p. 148 $35.00

Churchill, Winston S. . London, Geo. Newnes, 1936. This
article has 10 pages, 8 illustrations. This issue features a
portrait of Churchill on the front cover. C315 $75.00

172

177

Large wartime print of OUR SKIPPER

Framed print of Churchill by Mortimer
Menpes

. . This print sold by Photochrom Ltd. I have had their
smaller print in the past, but this is the first one in this big
size. Overall 14 x 18 ins, image area is 11x 14 ins. This is a
high quality gravure, not a half tone. Image clean, back of
paper is browned. $100.00

. . This drawing of Churchill originally appeared in 1901 in
a book WAR IMPRESSIONS. This print appears to be an
enlargement via a color copier or laser printer. Image size, 10
x 13 ins. Professionally matted and framed, overall size 17 x
21. $50.00

173

178

Curtis Hooper print of FDR and WSC

Parliamentary Debates 13 August 1940

. . This is one of a series of prints, produced and signed by
Sarah Churchill. This is the smaller size, paper 10.5 x 15 ins.
Professionally double matted and framed, overall 18 x 23.
$200.00

. . This is the Hansard issue which publishes Churchill's
brief statement to the House on the airplane crash in Australia
whick killed a number of cabinet ministers, 176 columns,
blue paper covers. $6.00

174

Large framed print of Churchill by
Mortimer Menpes

179

. . This portrait of Churchill was originally published in 1901
in a book. This image is enlarged, so clearly some sort of
copy or reproduction. The signature is, of course, printed.
Mounted beneath the portrait is a quote from Churchill in
facsimile. Overall size is a little over 22 x 32 ins. $150.00

. . This is the Hansard issue which publishes Churchill's
statement to the House on the household means test for
unemployment assistance, 86 columns, blue paper covers.
$8.00

175

Churchill character jug with anchor handle

180

(Churchill, Wisnton S.). . This is a good sized character jug,
over 6 inches tall. Painted a plain tan, it is marked Shorter on
the base. The history of this mould is complex, see Hall p.34
and 41. $150.00

18

Parliamentary Debates 6 November 1940

The Future of a Remarkable Statesman

Andrews, Charles T.. Self, Washington, 1947. This is a 12
page pamphlet with card covers. This revised edition also
includes a 4 page souvenir insert on slick paper. This appears
to be a forerunner of Zoller no. 185 from 1957. Z121.7
$100.00

Churchill Book Specialist
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“JOHN BULL” Portfolio of War
Celebrities

Summer Sale Churchilliana
186

August 2012

Studio portrait of Churchill signed by
photographer Vivienne

. London, Odhams, nd (1914). The “JOHN BULL”
Portfolio of War Celebrities, containing 16 mounted
photogravure portraits, with biographical notes. Published
1914. The portraits are 5 x 7.5 ins, tipped onto A4 size sheets
of dark brown card. The final portrait is the young First Lord
of the Admiralty. All in a brown portfolio, printed orange
with photo King George V on front. Includes the 4 page
leaflet with brief bios of the various people. Authentic early
ephemera. scarce. $75.00

. . .Here is a large example of this well known studio
portrait, probably Churchill's favourite, as he seems to have
given out more signed copies of this. Image size 8 x 10
inches, signed on the image by Vivienne (Florence Entwistle).
On a 12 x 15 card mount with copyright stamp on back.
$400.00

182

The Paintings of Winston Churchill
(Painting as a Pastime) a Smithsonian
exhibition
Sandys, Edwina.
. Softcover, 8.75 ins. square, 32 pages, color

187

183

Letter of Thanks from Winston Churchill,
1955

188

. . This letter is dated April 1955, on note paper embossed
with the House of Commons emblem. It is genuine as it was
sent out by Churchill's office, but is not autograph, having
been made on a printing press. These are often sold on ebay
for hundreds as the real thing, but offered here with full
disclosure. $20.00

. . This large portfolio features Churchill’s comment about
painting when he gets to heaven on the front. Inside are 9
prints of paintings by Churchill including Orchids,
Bottlescape, Mimizan, Palladian Bridge, Cork Trees Near
Minizan, Tapestries at Blenheim, Avignon, Venice,
Marrakech. Size 21 x 26. Produced in a limited edition for a
charitable fund. Fine condition, original cardboard mailer.
$1000.00

184

Letter of Thanks from Winston Churchill,
1961

189

. . This letter is dated November 30, 1961, Churchill's 87th
Birthday, on note paper from Chartwell. It is genuine as it
was sent out by Churchill's office, but is not autograph,
having been made on a printing press. These are often sold on
ebay for hundreds as the real thing, but offered here with full
disclosure. $20.00

. Large framed print of Churchill by Curtis Hooper. These
prints were made in 1970s, each is also signed by Sarah
Churchill. Size is 22 x 34, untrimmed edges. This one
marked A.P. (Artist's Proof) Professionally framed, overall
size 29 x 40. $250.00

185

*

190

photos of Churchill paintings, text by Edwina Sandys.
Produced for an exhibition at the Smithsonian orgnaized by
The Royal Oak Foundation, held in 1983. $35.00

. Framed drawing of Churchill. .This print is signed in pencil
by the artist A.J. Bard. Image size 6 x 7.5 ins, in plain black
fframe 11 x 13 ins. $50.00

19

The Prince Consort’s Library Aldershot
1860-1960

anon. Foreword by Winston S. Churchill. . Published 1960. .
A 40 page pamphlet about the Centenary of the British
Army's main historical library at Aldershot. Includes a
foreword by Churchill. Cream card covers printed in maroon,
illustrated with photos. Woods B62, Cohen B170. B62
$150.00

Hallmark Cards portfolio of Churchill
paintings

Churchill on the cover of TIME May 11,
1925

. . Here is the second appearance of Churchill on the cover of
TIME, 11 May, 1925. Without question, these two 1920’s
TIME covers are the most valuable of any Churchill cover.
$450.00

Churchill Book Specialist
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Churchill scrapbook in leather spined box

Summer Sale Churchilliana
196

August 2012

Large Karsh photo from 1950s

. . Consists of a Coronation Scrap Album, 9.5 x 12 ins., 56
pages, well filled with 5 blank pages remaining. Contents
includes editorials, newspaper photos, a color portrait from
1925 by Bacon of London, a picture of the First Lord from
1913 on horseback with Mrs C., some clipping from old
book catalogues, and a clipped signature. The scrapbook is
stored in a custom stamped blue flap case with a black leather
spine. $400.00

. . This photo has a copyright stamp of Camera Press and a
printed slip dated 5th May 1956. Image size 9.5 x 12 ins.
Some edge wear and a crease in lower left corner. This is a
real vintage photo. $400.00

192

197

Churchill Foundation of the US prospectus

Large color photo of Churchill

. . Large softcover, 28 pages, mostly large b/w photos of
prior fellows of Churchill College, noting their success ( six
Nobel prizes) and encouraging support for the Churchill
Foundation. Not dated but likely late 1960s. $15.00

. . This photo was taken in the 1950s, possibly by LIFE
magazine. This enlargement has an image size of 19 x 20 ins.
Any colour photos of Churchill is unusual, this is the largest
I have seen. $175.00

193

Churchill quote in Scribner's Commentator
11-41

198

. . This monthly magazine from the Publisher Scribner's has
articles on current events and thought. The inside front cover
prints a 1934 quote from Churchill "We must be safe from
undue foreign pressure." Wise words even 70 years later.
Clean unmarked copy. $7.6.00

. . The special decks of cards issued each year by the
Worshipful Company of Makers of Playing Cards has
featured Churchill twice- in 1943 and 1955. The 1955 cards
show Churchill with all his decorations with the Commons
in background. Here is a 2 deck set of both red and blue
deck. The cards are very crisp, so little use. Both decks
complete plus 4 jokers and 2 blanks. Supplied in makers
original box. $120.00

194

Sir Winston's Letter on the Common
Market

199

double deck of 1955 Worshipful Churchill
cards

Memories of Churchill and how he would
have seen the world today.

Churchill, Winston S.. London, Conservative Party, 1962.
.In the September 15th, 1962 issue of WEEKLY NEWS
LETTER, an official publication of the Conservative Party,
is published a letter from Churchill to his constituency
Chairman on the subject of joining the EEC. $10.00

Amery, Lord. Westminster College, Fulton, 1994. The
Twelfth Crosby Kemper Lecture ,March 27, 1994, at the
Winston Churchill Memorial at Westminster College.
Softcover pamphlet, 12 pages, one photo. Fine crisp copy.
$10.00

195

200

Mr. Churchill A Pictorial Cavalcade of his
Life and Extracts from his Immortal
Speeches
anon.. London,
Pitkin Pictorials, nd (1945). A souvenir book

of photos and speech quotes from a publisher of guides to
historic places.. 7 x 9 inches, 24 pp plus card covers. The first
is identified by pale blue card covers with Karsh portrait.
Z110 $7.5.00

20

Framed color print of Churchill

. . This full colour print measures 13 x 18 inches. This is a 4
colour halftone print, farmed and glazed in a basic silver wood
frame. $20.00

